LUXXU HOME BRINGS THE BEST HANDCRAFTED
LUXURY FURNITURE TO MILAN!
April 17th-22nd | Hall 06 - Stand E38
Salone del Mobile, happening in Milan from the 17th to the 22nd of April, is a key event in the interior design industry. In 2018, LUXXU Home will have the pleasure to join this design event for the
first time!
The luxury furniture brand arises as new concept where daring designs are created with one eye
set in the traditional craftsmanship and another in contemporary, bold and innovative designs that
combine the best of art, luxury, design and comfort! Noble luxurious materials, such as the best
marbles and woods, are handcrafted into the most luxurious furniture. And customization blossoms as brand capital with over 30 finishes available.
Bringing the newest furniture collection to Milan, LUXXU Home and its team want to inspire the
design world with the brand’s luxurious and timeless designs, evoking the brand’s mission: bringing boldness and distinctiveness into the design world!
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hApotheosiset/furniture/darian-sideboard.php
SUSPICION CONSOLE
The sumptuous, Suspicion Console, is a
zenith between elegant and balance!
Sculpted in stone, the lavish console fills
any interior setting with luxury and contemporaneity. Joining marble with fine brass
lines, it’s the epitome of an intricate equilibrium that defines the luxury furniture
brand.

http://luxxu.net/furniture/littus-dining-table.php
CRACKLE MIRROR
Crafted with the finest gold plated brass
and smoked black mirror, this opulent
design gathers inspiration from the opulence of golden nuggets. The geometric
design, that almost resembles a shattered
mirror is graced with the ability to create
the most exclusive and refined ambiances
is one of the brand’s novelties for Salone
del Mobile 2018.

http://luxxu.net/furniture/noir-stool.php
ANGUIS MODULAR SOFA
The Anguis, one of the brand’s latest products, is a modular and adaptable sofa.
Designed to fit into the most varied ambiances, without losing comfort or luxury,
the leather upholstered sofa is highly customizable. The best craftsman techniques
ensure a high level of strength and durability to this refined sofa. A timeless aesthetic
that shapes the brand’s future.
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http://luxxu.net/products/empire-center-table.php
CHARLA DINING CHAIR
A staple in the furniture brand’s collection,
the Charla dining chair is an object of
boundless elegance! A marvelous design
where luxury and comfort blend and create
timeless lines with a modern twist. All the
materials used in this tufted chair are customizable, from the upholstery to the wood
structure.

http://luxxu.net/products/burj-wall.php
APOTHEOSIS TV CABINET
An anthem to sophistication and exclusive
design, the Apotheosis TV Cabinet is an
elegant presence in any interior setting,
creating a glorious atmosphere around it.
A daring TV Cabinet that offers as much
storage as it lends its beauty and luxury to
any ambiance!

VISIT LUXXU HOME AT SALONE DEL MOBILE AND DISCOVER ALL THE NOVELTIES!
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ABOUT US
LUXXU HOME, a new concept where daring designs are created with one eye set in the
traditional craftsmanship and another in contemporary and bold design. Noble materials come to the spotlight and customization blossoms as brand capital. All creations
exceed expectations, bringing together the rare expertise of the craftsmen, that produce excellent quality furniture, and the passion for design.
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